Denaturation of α-lactalbumin and myoglobin by the anionic biosurfactant rhamnolipid.
Glycolipid biosurfactants (GBS) are promising environmentally friendly alternatives to chemical surfactants. Surfactants interact with proteins in many applications, often leading to significant changes in protein properties. Given GBS' marked difference in structure compared to traditional chemical surfactants, it is of interest to investigate their impact on protein structure and stability. Here we combine spectroscopic and calorimetric studies to analyze the interactions between the anionic GBS rhamnolipid (RL) and two model proteins α-lactalbumin in the Ca(2+)-free apo-form (αLA) and myoglobin (Mb), whose interactions with traditional surfactants are well known. RL denatures αLA at sub-cmc concentrations (0.1-1mM) while Mb is only denatured above the cmc, i.e. in the presence of RL micelles. Denaturation leads to increased α-helicity, similar to the effect of SDS. The proteins bind approximately the same amount of RL by weight as SDS. However, RL employs a denaturation mechanism which combines features from non-ionic surfactants (very slow unfolding kinetics and few unfolding steps) with those of SDS (unfolding below the cmc in the case of αLA and the ability to unfold stable proteins in the case of Mb). We ascribe these features to RL's weakly acidic carboxylic head group and complex hydrophobic tail, which lead to a low cmc and low protein affinity. These features restrict the concentration range where RL monomers can bind and denature proteins while still allowing micelles to bind and denature to a significant extent.